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Fantasy rv tours alaska reviews

Last year, we chose Fantasy Tours for our Alaskan Caravan 2013 because of their links to fmca. The following is part of the feedback I provided to the travel company at the end of the tour on July 28, 2013. As of April 3, 2014, I have not received any feedback from Fantasy Tours. Questions and answers to answer questions: 12. Which part of the tour do you like the most? We
had two mechanical incidents while on tours that affected our ability to use normal tours that offered meals and/or camping facilities. Every time we miss campgrounds, meals and entertainment. Each time the Wagon Master (WM) does not attempt to compensate us by offering meal vouchers or alternative camping fees; i.e. Fairbanks Salmon Bake or camping fee when we have
to go back to Valdez Eagles Nest campsite. Because one of the tour participants had a flu virus spread through the group, Patty (my wife) was unable to attend the Gold Dredge #8 Fairbanks, AK. As part of the tour, each tour participant receives a dirt pay bag. When I asked WM for a dirt pay bag for Patty, he told me it would cost me $10. I objected to saying that we had paid for
our full entry and there was no need to pay extra. He then gave me a dirt pay bag but advised me not to tell anyone else on the tour about the deal. In our opinion, these actions are up to either Fantasy and/or WM pocketing additional profits at the expense of their customers' misfortune. Irkutsk, B.C. camping and meals are terrible. The water coming out of the faucet is black. The
voltage is minimal; i.e. 104 VAC. Grass at the campsite is so high that the automatic RV steps will not expand completely. Meals are canned creamy corn and overcooked beef of some kind. 14 How do you rate the extra tours included? Some side tours were too Disney-like for our taste; i.e. river yachts and gold dredging #8 in Fairbanks. Both of these tours are an insult to the
intelligence of your customers to pander to them for worthless jewelry. 22 Additional comments: Wagon Master Strengths and Weaknesses: · Strengths o Knowledge of travel routs, facilities, and tours. · Weaknesses o Technical understanding of minimum voltage and water quality requirements for RV. o WM has failed to establish social interactions within the group by not
promoting gatherings other than those requested by the tour. The majority of social gatherings are imitated by customers. o Both WM and his wife lack sincere sympathy for their clients. They went through the minimum requirements to meet the Fantasy Tour questionno questionnoming requirements but nothing more. Example: When coffee runs out, the answer It will take an hour
to earn extra and then do not provide more coffee. The same kind of attitude has been evident on other occasions. So if you are not the first in line for any Kind of occasion, you were out of luck for coffee or whatever else was on offer. Because these people will show up an hour to half an hour before the schedule to make sure they have their meal. o Two of the meals require
customers to provide essential ingredients; i.e. omelettes for omelettes in bags and peppers for dog peppers that give money to spend on this tour is insulting. o Family Style meals offered in Fairbanks are just that. If you're at the far end of the table, there's either nothing left or it was the pieces that no one else wanted. We feel like classic Redheaded Step Child with little or no
food worth eating. Tailner · Strengths o TG is capable of capturing powerful trouble. o TG has great sympathy for customers especially in the misfortune of customers; i.e. incidents and illnesses. · Weaknesses o Experience and knowledge of routes, tours, camping, etc o Leadership skills are unclear but that is part of the TG role. Additional comments: We feel that Fantasy Tour
puts their customers at extreme risk by not having reliable communications in remote areas of Alaska. WM and TG should be provided with satellite mobile phones to contact emergency service providers in case of medical or mechanical emergency. In the two mechanical incidents that we experienced, TG was unable to contact the emergency services or WM using their personal
mobile phones. Because the caravan can be stretched over 50 miles, the use of Walkie-Talkie radio is insufficient due to their short range. Customers should be provided with VHF radio for more reliable communication with WM and TG and other customers. Fantasy Tour Insurance gives a false sense of security to the client's investment where it does not include mechanical
errors arising. We didn't realize this until we encountered two mechanical faults that could cost us big losses. This travel insurance does not cover normal losses on this tour; i.e. mechanical problems or illnesses. This insurance is a copy of the insurance we already have. Fantasy Tour VEHICLE PREPARATION CHECKLIST does not provide adequate guidance on preparing for
road conditions in Alaska; i.e. protect vehicles and their radiators from rocks and stones. Note: Both WM and TG are disabled for damage from heat dissipation damage to their RV or TOAD. Overall, we were terribly disappointed in the services offered by this caravan and would NEVER participate in a tour or caravan of its kind again. If you absolutely want a caravan tour of
Alaska, I recommend having an Alaskan tour with ALASKAN DISCOVERY RV TOURS that we heard about from fellow FMCA members after we returned and told them their story This caravan uses satellite phones for external communications and VHF radios for communication between members of the caravan not spread over 40-60 miles like other tour groups. This travel
company ensures that the vehicles are prepared to prevent as much damage as possible before the trip. The company also emphasizes the historical and cultural elements of Alaska and not Disney as tourist attractions. 2650 Sahara Lake Dr, Las Vegas, NV, United States 89117šeit ir atzīmējušies 50 cilvēki �obrīd slēgts·09:00 - 16:30Šobrīd slēgts·109:00 -
16:30PirmdienaOtrdienaTrešdienaCeturtdienaPiektdienaSestdienaSvētdiena09:00 - 16 :3009:00 - 16:3009:00 - 16:3009:00 - 16:3009:00 - 16:30SLĒGTSSSLēGTS The online catalogue at Fantasy is one of the world's most distinctive RV travel companies, offering life-enriching RV vacations for exotic destinations. Skatīt vairākRedzēt mazākPage TransparencyFacebook is
displaying information to help you better understand the purpose of a Page. See the actions of people who manage and post content. Skatīt visu 1 post 2 reviews Fantasy RV Tours 7 years ago Do not bring Polar Bear Caravan to Churchill Canada. It's very expensive. We've seen two polar bears. The tour was scheduled before the Bears came to save the company $$$$$Level
Contributor 16,626 posts 872 reviews of 585 useful 1 votes. Re: Fantasy RV Tours 7 years ago How do the bears not have to save the company money?? I'm not sure I follow ... Level Contributor 759 article 27 reviews 34 useful votes 2. Re: Fantasy RV Tours 7 years ago I had never heard of this company before and looking at their website, they scheduled their trip for late
September/early October. If anyone wants to see countless polar bears, they need to do their research ahead of time and realize that the main time to watch in Churchill is late October to mid-November. However, no company can guarantee you will see any polar bears. Buyer beware! Granted 16,626 articles 872 reviews 585 helpful votes 3. Re: Fantasy RV Tours 7 years ago
Definitely research is an mst when a significant cost is associated with what you are doing...... 1 lesson 4. Re: Fantasy RV Tours 7 years ago, I'm sorry your Fantasy RV Tours Polar Bear trip didn't meet your expectations. We spend a lot of time trying to secure our RV tour to Churchill, Manitoba to see polar bears and haven't been snowed in on the way back home. We can't
guarantee that we'll see polar bears, but we've always seen Polar Bears for the 15 years we've run this tour. Last year, the same tour, at the same time, our team saw 17 Polar Bears. The likelihood of blizzards and temperatures below freezing increases every day, we postpone departure. Unfortunately, we cannot control polar bears or weather in North Manitoba. What we can
do, is strive to provide exciting tours combined with the comfort of our customers. Safe Travel, Fantasy RV Tours Level Level 3 article 76 reviews 17 helpful votes 5. Re: Fantasy RV Tours 7 years ago While we were also dissapointed at seeing only two bears (4 if you count the bears at Paul's house), we ejoyed the beauty of Canada and the friendship we developed. This was our
first Fantasy RV tour and I can't blame them for trying. We have leadership, safety, great food and a great 15 days. btw one of the bears, Snow Flake, spent about an hour with us while we had lunch. 6. Re: Fantasy RV Tours 6 years ago -:- Message from Tripadvisor staff -:-This topic has been closed for new posts due to inactiv activity. We hope you'll join the conversation by
posting an open topic or starting a new topic. To review the Tripadvisor Forum Posting Guidelines, please follow this link: removes posts that don't follow our posting guidelines, and we have the right to delete any post for any reason. Reason.
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